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In this work we are intcrcstcd in deriving Euler 
. l, (2m)! g'*""(s) ~1s. (1.5)
Here B,(x) is the Bernoulli po&nomial of degree ,u and B,,(x) is the periodit Bernoullian function of order ,u. Since B,(x) are bounded on (-00. co), it folloprs that where Mzrn = max ff2,,l(c t .u) -B2,,,(r-:)l/(2m)! (1.7) *. I, and, therefore. is independent of h. Consequentlll, ifg(x) is infinitely dtxferettriable on (a. b), then D(h) has an asymptofic expansion of (he form
The following result is due to Navot 14 I. See also Navot 1.5 1. THEOREM 1.2. Let the finclion g(x) be 2m times differentiable on 10, I I and let G(x) = x'g(x) for -1 < s < 0. Let h = l/n, where n is a positice integer. Then for 0 < c < 1,
where [(t, F) is the generalized Riemann zeta function initially defined for Re t > 1 by <(t, 6) = CF10 (k + c)-', and then continued ana~vtical!)~, and PI* = O(hzm) as h-b O+.
(1.10)
Noting that [(-j, e) = -Bj+ ,(~)/(j + l), j = 0, l..... Navot 14 1 shows that (1.9) reduces to (1.4) in the limit s --t 0.
Remark. The result of Theorem 1.2 holds also for s > 0 since for this case the integrand can be written in the form G(x) = Yu(x). where -1 < r < 0 and U(X) is at least as smooth as g(x) at x = 0. Actually ,r = s -S and U(X) = x"g(x), where S is the smallest integer greater than or equal to s. It is clear that u"'(0) = 0, for 0 < i < S -I, hence the sum that contains the zeta functions in (1.9) becomes s;'!';'- Like (1.9), (1.12) too can be shown to hold for all s > ~~ I. Again, when g(x) is infinitely differentiable on 10, I I. D(h) in (1.12) and (1.13) have asymptotic expansions as h + Oi. similar to those given in (I .8) and (I. 1 I ).
Other facts that will be of use in the remainder of this sork arc de$ned in ( I. I ). i.e., let all partial deri~~atil~es of',f (.y. .I') qf' total order .+2m exist and be continuous otz 7'. Let h = I jn. Lr,here n is a positir,e itrreger. mrtd let t: be a fixed constatz~ satisJjing 0 < 1: < I. Let Q\J' ( hc 0s it? ( I. I ) ntzd (1.3) rvirh s' = 0. Define
(2.7) z O(h2"'). where Ezu and bk are as given in (2.23) with E = 1. except that the terms with ,u = 1 are omitted in both summations.
EULER-MACLAURIN EXPANSIONS FOR Q/f'I:
THE CASE s' = I
In this section we state without proof the Euler-Maclaurin expansions for the case S' = 1. Letting H,(X) =x5 log .Y, we now define Q,,I.fI bq '$ I I Qhlfl = A' hfih) ",i,) ,f(ih.jh + ch). where al and bi are constants independent of h.
The proofs of these two theorems are exactly the same as that of Theorem 2.1, the only difference being that use is made of Theorem 1.3 with (1.12) and (1.13), respectively, instead of Theorem 1.2. Expressions for a:. 6;. CL. a;, and b:' can be found in terms off(x,~~) and its derivatives and their integrals but this will be omitted here.
We shall only state that (3.2) can be formally obtained by differentiating both sides of (2.24) with respect to s. (log jAc+ L?q + Cl)", s > -1. s' = 0, 1. such that A< + Btl + C = 0 is the equation of the straight line joining P, and PI, and ~((5, q) is i_ntinitely differentiable over r. Using a transformation of the form ( = CT + b, where < = (",), x'= (c). and b = (ii), and U is a 2 x 2 constant matrix. r can be mapped onto T with P, + (0, b) and P, + (0, 1). The results of Sections 2 and 3 can now be applied to the transformed integral.
Bearing the results of the previous paragraph in mind. Euler-Maclaurin expansions can be derived for an arbitrary quadrilateral domain along one of whose diagonals the integrand has algebraic and/or logarithmic singularities. From here on the proof continues exactly as that of Theorem 2.1. In summary, defining f);,'(x) as in Section 2 (with F(.u). IJ/,,(s) as defined in (5.5) and (5.0)) we obtain work. however, are not of either type; they have algebraic and/or logarithmic singularities over a straight line inside or on the boundary of the domain of integration.
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